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Message from the Collection Editor

Spinocerebellar ataxias (SCAs) are a group of autosomal
dominant inherited diseases. While major clinical signs of
SCAs are progressive gait ataxia, typically accompanied by
dysarthria and visual problems, several other symptoms
can appear. 

Presently, 48 SCAs can be discerned by the identified
mutation or the chromosomal location of their associated
disease genes. The most prevalent group of SCAs, are
caused by expansions of CAG repeats, encoding
polyglutamine (polyQ) tracts in disease proteins, and
designated as polyQ SCAs. Other less-common SCAs are
caused by expansion of other nucleotide repeats, point
mutations, deletions, insertions, and duplications in
disease genes. Given the heterogenous genetic causes,
specific therapeutic strategies for each SCA or subgroup
may be more successful.

In this Special Issue we invite all scientists working on SCAs
to contribute original research articles, reviews,
communications, and short perspective articles related to
molecular mechanisms and novel treatment strategies for
SCAs. We particularly welcome articles describing
mechanistic insights at the molecular, cellular, or
organismal level, as well as those providing translational
value.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Cells has become a solid international scientific journal
that is now indexed on SCIE and in other databases. We
have successfully introduced a special issues format so
that these issues serve as mini-forums in specific areas of
cell science. Cells encourages researchers to suggest new
special issues, serve as special issues editors, and
volunteer to be reviewers. Our main focus will remain on
cell anatomy and physiology, the structure and function of
organelles, cell adhesion and motility, and the regulation
of intracellular signaling, growth, differentiation, and aging.
We are open to both original research papers and reviews.
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